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The sense of the spiritual in India is constantly apparent wherever you go.  You 
cannot escape from a sense of the Godly here.  The Indian people wear their 
spirituality as visibly and as proudly as the Indian ladies don their colorful silk 
Kanchipuram saris or the men wear their homespun lungis or dhotis (loin cloths). 
The Ramayana and Mahabarashtra (tales of the Hindu gods and their consorts) 
are seen on television, in books, in the songs, at art museums, in theatres.  Every 
part of Indian cultural life is spiritual.  The Indian people have a special reverence 
for God in everything they do.

I went to India to explore the vast multi-layered spiritual diversity to be discovered 
there. I found this great land of Gandhi to be overwhelming to my senses upon first 
impact. Smells of cow dung, hot, spicy foods, incense mingle and assault the nose. 
Sounds of bicycle rickshaw drivers, small children yelling “Baksheesh” (please give 
me money) and Namaste, (peace), car horns and boom boxes of Indian music 
blaring out of each and every shop overwhelm your ears.

We arrived in Calcutta after being jostled on trains, buses and other forms of 
transportation. India is immense. For that reason, we decided to stay in the 
southern geographical area. In eight months, I visited the states of Bengal, Orissa, 
Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, and Mahareshtra.
Hindu temples abound on the streets. One of my first experiences walking down 
the street in Calcutta was to hear the sound of a loud bell being rung. It was time for 
public worship evidently. A man rang the bell over and over and we walked into 
another world. There was a huge Hindu god, flowers at his feet, and the man with 
the bell. I closed my eyes and the bell kept ringing until my thoughts just faded 
blissfully away and my mind became peaceful and calm. I stayed lost in this reverie 
of sound for a few minutes. Then the experience was finished and we moved on 
down the road.

Visiting the Dakshineswar and Calighat temples, Mother Theresa’s home for the 
poor and dying were memorable experiences. Calighat is named after the 
Goddess of Calcutta, Kali.  She is a fierce Destroyer goddess portrayed all black-
faced, red-tongued and very scary-looking. The Hindus vision of God is multiple 
gods who each portray each of God’s attributes as Creator,Preserver of Life and 
Destroyer (of evil). At Calighat, each morning they sacrifice goats to Cali. This 
was an unforgettable experience. They also prepare food here for thousands of 
local poor people. The people who cook in the kitchen must fast while cooking 
and keep their shoes off while there as well as think only holy thoughts. 

Moving on down south, we stayed at the beach town of Puri famous for its Hindu 
places of worship. The first day I walked down the middle of town (there is only one 
road), I was listening to some praising music of the Christian variety. Suddenly I 
had a sense of immense joy, peace and love and I felt Jesus walk beside me. 
At the Yoga ashram in Puri, Swami Ananda led us through yoga for 2 hours every 



morning starting at 6 a.m. Each session was unique and the kundalini energy 
flowed freely. One day Swami lent me a book called the Aquarian Gospel of Jesus 
Christ. I opened the book randomly and it fell open to a page that talked about 
Jesus being in Puri! This was confirmation of what I had felt the first day. 
Also while in Puri, we participated in Holi, the Indian holiday where people paint 
each other and the animals with wildly colored paints. People celebrate the Holi 
with pranks such as throwing water-filled balloons on bystanders. Purple, green 
and orange hair and clothes were the norm during this time.

A family we met at Kovalum Beach took us to see the pooja (worship) a few miles 
from Kovalum at a Hindu temple that honors Sri Narayana Guru, a deceased 
spiritual leader.We took a bus and walked up a hill overlooking a lake with majestic 
scenery.  The atmosphere was heavenly. Leaving our shoes quietly outside, we 
were initiated with fragrant sandalwood paste applied to our third eye area. 
Immediately, my third eye opened and I was shown another plane of existence. 
People were praying, offering flowers, coconuts, fruits, and lighting incense as 
sacrifices to the statues of Hanuman (the elephant god) and to Sri Naryana Guru.

From Kovalum Beach, we visited Sai Baba, a famous internationally-known guru. 
He has two ashrams, Puttaparthi in Andhra Pradesh and Whitefield near Bangalore 
in the state of Karnataka. We visited Puttaparthi which houses thousands of visitors.  
There are no western-style hotels in this small village.  Itʼs a very bumpy long 3-5-
hour bus ride from Bangalore.  Most foreigners share taxis to get there.  
Darshans (viewing of the guru) happen several times a day. Bhajans (singing of 
holy songs) precede darshan.  

I had mystical experiences while at Sai Baba’s ashram that I still cannot explain. I saw him 
produce holy ash (vibuthi) in his hand out of nowhere.  Being a skeptical New Yorker at heart, 
the night before I left, I asked for a sign that he was holy or who he claims to be.   I was 
staying in a dormitory and awoke in the morning surrounded by a huge puddle of water.  My 
cot (lawn chair) was surrounded with water.  And it made sense that all my belongings would 
be soaked. But looking around, I saw that unbelievably my suitcases were all safe. However, 
my Birkenstock-like sandals sat in the middle of this river. But when I picked them up out of 
the puddle, they were completely dry with no trace of ever having been floating in a pool of 
water. Talk about walking on water! How did he do that?

I have barely scratched the surface of the spiritual opportunities  encountered 
during our visit. For more info, contact me. I also visited with the Jewish people in 
Cochin and Bombay, met a 96-year-old guru in Kanchipuram, and had other 
mystical adventures.


